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bstract

In this paper, a microstructured flow field for passive water management in proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) is presented. It
s based on the transport of liquid water droplets by capillary forces. A triangular microchannel forces droplets to detach from a fuel cell’s gas
iffusion layer (GDL) or membrane electrode assembly (MEA). Thus, it ensures proper oxygen supply of the reactive area. Water droplets are
ifted into a secondary channel, and removed from the fuel cell by capillary action. Water formation in the flow field channels has been studied
y analytic models and experiments. Three droplet configurations were identified, which show different properties in terms of capillary transport.
referred shapes cover the GDL only slightly and can be found for contact angles typical for fuel cell materials. The actuation mechanism was

tudied by simulations for different designs, with varying contact angles and geometries. The new channel design was compared in a test fuel cell
o standard rectangular channels, in the initial phase of the cell, at low working temperatures (22–30 ◦C). The new flow field design stabilized the
ell at 95% of its initial performance compared to 60% when using the standard design.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

This work deals with a major challenge in PEM fuel cell
esign: removal of abundant water from the cathode. Water is
roduced in fuel cell cathodes by the oxidation of protons. On the
ne hand, it is essential for the operation. It enables the proton
ransport in the membrane, and is part of the cathode reaction.
n the other hand, too much water disturbs the operation. In the

ow temperature range (20–65 ◦C), up to 95% of water is present
n liquid phase [1]. In conventional flow fields, water can block
hannels and inhibit proper oxygen supply. Parallel channels,
riven by a common pressure source, suffer from a sustainable
Please cite this article in press as: T. Metz et al., Passive water removal i
(2007), doi:10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037

erformance decline if individual channels are clogged by pro-
ess water. The channels cannot be reopened by the gas flow,
s there is a lower resistance through the open channels [2,3].
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oday’s common approach is to have a low number of channels
n a meandering arrangement. This allows for the removal of
ater by purging the cathode flow field [4], but high flow rates

re required to ensure a sufficient distribution of oxygen along
he extended channels [5,6]. High pressure-gradients and special
trategies like periodically purging the channel system are neces-
ary. Furthermore, it has been shown, e.g. in refs. [5,6] that long
hannels lead to inhomogeneous humidification conditions and
resulting non-optimal power generation. As a consequence, the
embrane dries out at the beginning of the system and liquid

ccumulates at the channel ends.
In order to improve water management in PEMFC, a passive

pproach to remove the abundant water from the cathode by cap-
llary forces is presented in the following. Capillary forces have
een considered in the context of fuel cells for the removal of gas
ubbles from the anode of direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC)
7]. Shape and formation of droplets in flow field channels of
n fuel cells by capillary droplet actuation, Sens. Actuators A: Phys.

EMFC were discussed in ref. [4] where a similar behaviour
f droplets like in this work could be observed. Nevertheless,
n ref. [4] standard square channels where studied without opti-

ization for liquid transport. In this configuration, the droplet

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037
mailto:tmetz@imtek.de
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emoval works only for very hydrophilic channel walls. At high
as flow rates, the resulting annular liquid distribution leads
o the formation of water lenses, which again induces a high
ow resistance. To avoid this, channels with tapered walls are
roposed in this work. These channels separate the liquid by cap-
llary forces from the gaseous flow, perpendicular to the main
as flow direction. The concept ensures air supply even if a large
mount of water is produced. The channel is designed to force
iquid to spread in a secondary channel at top of the tapered
ection. This supports a proper distribution of water throughout
he cell. The channel geometry is similar to the channel design
resented for the separation of gas bubbles in microchannels in
ef. [8]. The new channel design has been presented first in ref.
9]. Here, we provide a more detailed discussion of the working
rinciple, including further topics like contact angle dynamics
nd show additional experimental results.

In the first part of this work, the working principle of the
ew channel design is explained. It discusses wetting condi-
ions and droplet formation. The second part shows simulations
erformed with computational fluid dynamics (CFD). They are
sed to study the droplet movement in different channel geome-
ries. In the third part, experiments with channels artificially
lled with water are presented as well as results obtained during
peration in a fuel cell.

. Working principle

.1. Channel setup

The proposed flow field consists of parallel channels with a
ross-section as depicted in Fig. 1. The channel walls are tapered
erpendicular to the flow direction with their wider end towards
he MEA or GDL. At the narrow end, the channel descends into

rectangular secondary channel (C) with width w and depth
Please cite this article in press as: T. Metz et al., Passive water removal i
(2007), doi:10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037

. The surfaces of the flow field channels are considered to be
ydrophilic. The MEA or GDL of the fuel cell seals the channels
t the bottom and exhibits a hydrophobic surface.

ig. 1. Schematic of the channel design (left) and integration into a PEMFC
ssembly (right).
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.2. Droplet actuation

In Fig. 2, the results of a CFD simulation are shown to visu-
lize the working principle. The pictures show a view along
he channel axis. The mechanism of droplet removal from the

EA/GDL will be explained here in context of this result.
In Fig. 2(a), a droplet is growing at the bottom of the channel

here the hydrophobic MEA/GDL is placed. Water is generated
n fuel cells in the catalytic layer between MEA and GDL. The
iquid follows given paths through the GDL [1]. At the positions
here these paths reach the open channel, the growth of droplets

an be observed [4].
Droplets can grow at any position in the channel (Fig. 2(a)).

evertheless, when a droplet is large enough it meets one of the
etting channel walls and moves there immediately, attracted
y capillary forces (Fig. 2(b)). From this moment, the situation
s the same as if the droplet grows at the channel wall. Droplets
ontinue growing by drain of water through the GDL or by merg-
ng with neighbouring droplets (Fig. 2(c)). As soon as a droplet
s large enough to touch the opposite channel wall as well, it is
ulled towards it (Fig. 2(d)). At this point the droplet has reached
he maximum size, feasible in the tapered channel. Therefore,
his size will be referred to as critical droplet size. The larger the
ritical droplet size is, the smaller is the rate of droplet removal.
he critical droplet size depends on the wetting conditions and
hannel geometry.

After overcoming the critical size (Fig. 2(e)), the droplet gets
ucked towards the narrow end of the channel. For a very short
ime (less than 50 ms in the simulation), the whole channel cross-
ection can be blocked (Fig. 2(f)). Droplet movement towards
he narrow channel end leads to a clearing of the wider part of
he channel (Fig. 2(g)).

In the simulation shown in Fig. 2, water generation was mim-
cked by a constant mass flow rate, feeding the droplet from a
mall zone at the bottom of the channel. While the first droplet
eaves the MEA/GDL completely, a second droplet already
rows (Fig. 2(h)) and the mechanism is repeated. In the long
un when no more liquid is produced, only the upper channel
s liquid filled (Fig. 2(i)). From there, the liquid can be drained
ut of the fuel cell by capillary forces in non-woven material
rovided at the end of the channels.

.3. Influence of gravity

The influence of gravity on the described process can be esti-
ated by the Bond number Bo [10]. It compares the capillary

ressure with the hydrostatic pressure. For the tapered channel
ike depicted in Fig. 1, the Bond number is calculated in a vertical
etup as follows:

o = ρg(D − d)

σ cosθ1(1/w − 1/W)
(1)

he largest value for channels considered in this work is
n fuel cells by capillary droplet actuation, Sens. Actuators A: Phys.

o = 0.49. It relates to a channel with W = 1100 �m, w =
00 �m, D − d = 3000 �m and θ1 = 70◦. In all other cases, the
ond number has been smaller than 0.35. Thus, gravity plays a
egligible role.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037
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Fig. 2. Mechanism of droplet removal in tapered channel: (a) droplet growth; (b) droplet moves to wetting wall; (c) further growth of droplet; (d) droplet meets
s ction;
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econd wall; (e) droplet is elongated towards upper channel; (f) filled cross-se
lready starts growth; (i) when liquid generation is stopped after growth, liquid re
= 4000 �m, w = 300 �m, 2α = 15◦).

.4. Droplet shapes

Without loss of generality, droplets can be considered to
eside at the edges where hydrophobic and hydrophilic walls
eet (Fig. 1, detail A), at some moment in time. For such droplets

itting in an edge, only two principal surface geometries are
Please cite this article in press as: T. Metz et al., Passive water removal i
(2007), doi:10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037

ossible [11]. The droplet has either a spherical shape, cut off
y the channel walls (Fig. 3(b and c)) or the shape of an infi-
ite cylinder (Fig. 3(a)). This results from the constant capillary

ig. 3. Attainable modes for droplet shapes: (a) edge mode; (b) wall mode; (c)
roplet mode.
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(g) uplift frees cross-section; (h) droplet is nearly lifted while second droplet
only in the upper channel. (CFD simulation: θ2 = 105◦, θ1 = 70◦, W = 1100 �m,

ressure of the droplet, which requires an interface of constant
urvature.

Depending on contact and opening angles, only three differ-
nt shape modes can be attained by the droplets (Fig. 3). These
odes will be referred to as edge mode, wall mode and droplet
ode. Only the wall mode and droplet mode enable the capillary

ctuated movement of droplets like described before.
The actual droplet shape can be predicted by the theory of

anthotaxis as given in ref. [11]. The results are displayed in
ig. 4 for the specific situation encountered in a PEMFC: every
oint in Fig. 4 corresponds to a pair of contact angles θ1, θ2
here the contact angle on the channel walls is denoted as θ1

nd the contact angle at the MEA is denoted as θ2. Straight
ines separate the regions where different droplet shapes are
ttained. The various lines displayed in different grey levels
orrespond to half opening angles of α = 0◦, 15◦ and 30◦ of the
hannel.

In the edge mode, the liquid spreads along the edge as
n fuel cells by capillary droplet actuation, Sens. Actuators A: Phys.

epicted in Fig. 3(a). This mode is defined by the condition:

1 + θ2 < α + π

2
(2)

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037
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Fig. 4. Attainable modes for droplet shapes as a function of contact angles
for opening angles α = 0◦, 15◦ and 30◦. Realistic contact angle values for fuel
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ells are marked by a rectangle. The situations in the experiments and the CFD
imulation are marked by a cross (α = 15◦ and 7.5◦). The dashed line marks the
oncus–Finn condition.

n Eq. (2), α again denotes half the opening angle of the channel
alls. The parameters for which the edge mode is achieved can
e found in the lower left corner of Fig. 4.

The wall mode (Fig. 3(b)) is attained for a very high difference
n the wetting conditions of GDL and channel walls. In this
onfiguration, the droplet does not wet any part of the GDL.
he corresponding equation is:

2 > θ1 + α + π

2
. (3)

etween these extreme conditions, the droplets reside in the
hannel like shown in (Fig. 3(c)) which is referred to as droplet
ode. The defining inequality is given by combination of Eqs.

2) and (3):

2 − α + π

2
> θ1 > α + π

2
− θ2 (4)

In the droplet mode, the GDL is partly wetted and the liquid
tays compact in a spherical shape (Fig. 3(c)).

Droplet and wall mode are spherical surfaces, which inter-
ept the walls with the associated contact angles. In principal,
ylindrical surfaces are possible in these cases as well, but are
nstable and break into droplets immediately, having smaller
nterfacial energies [11,12].

.5. Concus–Finn condition

Droplets move only completely away from the MEA and
pread along the secondary channel if the Concus–Finn condi-
ion [13] is fulfilled, i.e.

1 + α <
π

(5)
Please cite this article in press as: T. Metz et al., Passive water removal i
(2007), doi:10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037

2

f Eq. (5) is fulfilled, the tapered channel is a so-called criti-
al edge. When the channel walls are hydrophilic (θ1 < 90◦), the
roplets move upwards in any case. However, if Eq. (5) is not ful-

r
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lled, they stay above their initial position and accumulate—in
he worst case until the channel is clogged. The dashed verti-
al lines in Fig. 4 denote the condition for the opening angles
= 15◦ and α = 30◦. For α = 0◦, the condition given at θ1 = 90◦.

.6. Relevance for PEMFC

The shape modes that can be attained in fuel cells obviously
epend on the surface properties of the materials. In Fig. 4, typi-
al contact angle values, obtained for typical fuel cell materials,
re surrounded by a rectangle in the centre of the plot. For exam-
le, an often used electrode material in fuel cells is graphite that
xhibits contact angles of 60–70◦. Electrodes with better wet-
ing properties are metals like stainless steel or gold coatings.
hese, as well as silicon with an oxide layer on top, lead to con-

act angles down to 0◦. In operation, contaminations can lower
he surface energy. Together with surface roughness, this leads
o increased contact angles and contact angle hysteresis. Thus,
dvancing contact angles must be assumed larger than the ones
easured for pure materials. In Fig. 4, the contact angle range

or flow field walls is assumed from 0◦ to 70◦.
The MEA or GDL is typically treated with Teflon resulting

n wetting angles up to 120◦. In Fig. 4, the contact angle range
ypical for fuel cells starts at 75◦ for minor Teflon-treated car-
on paper to a maximum of 120◦ for strongly fluorinated GDLs.
hus, in the majority of cases the droplet mode will be pre-

erred in typical fuel cells and the described droplet transport
echanism should work for small values of α.

.7. Efficiency of uplift

The efficiency of the water removal depends strongly on the
hape mode the liquid attains. The edge mode is undesired as
t fills a whole channel slowly but steadily. Thus, it blocks the
ctive GDL region near the electrodes along the whole channel
rom air supply. Once the liquid in edge mode builds a bridge
etween the opposing channel walls, it can be removed as well.
s it has to be removed for the whole channel at once, it requires
large secondary channel, which must be able to buffer the

mmediate flow. Also, some liquid will stay in the edges, as all
hree edges of the triangular channel are critical in that case.

Droplet mode and in the best case wall mode are preferred
onditions for the application in fuel cells, because only small
reas of the GDL are blocked. The droplets are lifted into the
emoval channel as soon as they touch both walls. The small vol-
me of a single droplet typically does not overstrain the capacity
f the removal channel.

While the wall mode leads to zero coverage of the MEA it
annot easily be realized using standard materials. The droplet
ode covers most of the parameter range typical for fuel cells

nd enables a reliable and local droplet removal.

.8. Contact angle hysteresis and pinning
n fuel cells by capillary droplet actuation, Sens. Actuators A: Phys.

At the edge where the tapered channel descends into the nar-
ow secondary channel the contact line can be subject of pinning
ike shown in Fig. 5(a). The effective contact angle, relative to the

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037
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Fig. 5. (a) Contact line pinning at the edge of the secondary channel. The appar-
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nt contact angle relative to the tapered wall increases from θ1 to (θ1 + α). (b)
ridge of liquid that remains in the middle of the channel due to contact angle
ysteresis.

ower edge increases from θ1 to (θ1 + α). Therefore, the droplet
xperiences some kind of resistance and slows down there.

The question arises, if a droplet can be trapped below the
dge and build a bridge between the opposing walls (Fig. 5(b)).
his question can be answered by assuming such a droplet with

ength ldrop like in Fig. 5(b), and comparing its capillary pressure
ifference between the upper and lower end of the droplet. The
roplet moves if the capillary pressure drop at the upper end is
igher. This leads to Eq. (6):

σ cosθ1

w
>

σ cos(θ1 + α)

(w + 2 tanαldrop)
(6)

eparating the length scales and the angular arguments in Eq.
6), one obtains Eq. (7).

+ 2 tanα
ldrop

w
>

cos(θ1 + α)

cosθ1
(7)

n Eq. (7), the left-hand side is always greater than one, while the
ight hand side is always smaller than one. Thus, the equation is
lways fulfilled. A liquid bridge trapped by pinning as shown in
ig. 5(b) is theoretically impossible for constant contact angles.

The situation changes, if contact angle hysteresis is taken into
ccount. This can be done by substituting the advancing contact
ngle θ1adv at the edge and the lower receding contact angle
1adv − �θ at the lower end of the droplet into Eq. (7), resulting
Please cite this article in press as: T. Metz et al., Passive water removal i
(2007), doi:10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037

n Eq. (8):

+ 2 tanα
ldrop

w
>

cos(θ1adv − �θ + α)

cosθ1adv
(8)

m
t
n
f

able 1
arameter sets of performed simulations and droplet removal times of droplets after d

W (�m) w (�m) d (�m) D (�)

a) 300 100 150 550
b) 300 100 150 550
c) 300 130 500 817
d) 1100 300 1000 4000
e) 1100 300 1000 4000

he uplift time is time taken from the simulations. Simulations were performed without
= 1000.
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or the limit of a droplet length towards zero ldrop ∼ 0, Eq. (8)
s not valid for,

θ > α. (9)

Thus, if the difference between advancing and receding con-
act angle exceeds half the opening angle of the channel, a
roplet can be trapped at the edge. Therefore, larger opening
ngles must be preferred, to safely prevent pinning of up moving
roplets.

An advantage of pinning is that the liquid is kept from moving
ack into the tapered channel once it is placed in the removal
hannel.

. Simulations

The mechanism of the passive droplet removal was studied
y CFD simulations using the commercially available software
ackage CFD-ACE+ from ESI-CFD [14]. The Navier–Stokes
quations are solved by the program in combination with the
olume of fluid (VOF) method, which considers the free surface
etween air and water. The model incorporates surface tension
t the interface between liquid and gas as well, and reconstructs
he contact angle at the triple line. However, only static contact
ngles are considered by the applied model.

Simulations were performed for the parameter sets given in
able 1. In simulations a, b and c, water compartments were
redefined in the channel. They were large enough to touch the
pposite channel walls.

In simulations d and e, liquid was introduced into the channel
rom an inlet at the bottom. The applied flow rate of 26 �l/s
orresponds to the water produced in the GDL area of a channel
ith length 20 mm and width W = 1.1 mm at a constant current
ensity of j = 800 mA/cm2. This is a worst-case scenario for the
abricated fuel cell assuming that all water produced is captured
n one point. As a consequence, the rate of droplet growth is
elatively fast (Fig. 2). The desired droplet removal has been
bserved in all simulations even for the low contact angle of 85◦
t the GDL.

In Table 1, removal times for single droplets are given, pre-
icted by the simulations. They represent the time between the
oments when the uplift starts until the water is completely
n fuel cells by capillary droplet actuation, Sens. Actuators A: Phys.

oved into the upper channel. It can be found that the removal
imes for the smaller channels (a, b and c) are an order of mag-
itude smaller than for the larger channels (d and e). Reasons
or this are the better wetting conditions and the larger opening

roplet removal is initiated

2α (◦) θ1 (◦) θ2 (◦) tlift (ms) Bo

28.1 15 85 20 0.008
28.1 15 120 15 0.008
30 30 105 15 0.01
15 70 105 200 0.49
15 60 110 100 0.33

gravity. The Bond number was calculated according to Eq. (1) for g = 9.81 ms−2,

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037
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ig. 6. CFD simulation of a droplet growing from the hydrophobic channel bott
pposite wall, capillary forces lift the water into the upper channel (dimensions

ngles as well as the higher capillary pressure caused by the
maller size of the channels.

The simulation results displayed in Fig. 6 show a detailed
iew of the growth and removal of a droplet in the simulation.
hen reaching the opposite wall, a liquid bridge is formed

nd the water is lifted. The droplet breaks up, and a small
econdary droplet remains at the wall while the liquid bridge
oves upwards and spreads along the secondary water removal

hannel.

. Experiments

.1. Test channels

In the first experiment, test channels with the proposed geom-
try were milled into transparent PMMA. The channel profile
as fabricated in two steps: first, the tapered part was milled
sing a conical cutter with an opening angle of 2α = 30◦. In the
econd step, straight channels were sawed into the center of the
apered section to a depth of 3333 �m, measured from the initial
urface. The secondary channel was realized using a saw blade
ith a tooth width of 150 �m.
The channels were plasma-treated to obtain a contact angle

◦

Please cite this article in press as: T. Metz et al., Passive water removal i
(2007), doi:10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037

f θ1 = 20 . Afterwards they were sealed with hydrophobic
DMS (θ2 = 105◦). To observe the principle of droplet removal,
oloured water was manually introduced into the channels
hrough a 200 �m pipe from the bottom of the PDMS sealing.

ig. 7. A single droplet is generated by pressure-driven flow through a hole at the
ottom (W = 1400 �m, D = 3333 �m, w = 150 �m, α = 15◦, θ1 = 20◦, θ2 = 105◦,
o = 0.08).

M
e
t
a
h
o

F
D

2 = 110◦) along the channel walls (θ1 = 60◦). As soon as the droplet touches the
1100 �m, D = 4000 �m, w = 300 �m, 2α = 15◦).

Fig. 7 shows growth and removal of water in droplet mode.
he droplet of approximately 4.3 �l is removed within less

han 400 ms. As expected from simulations, the droplet moves
owards one wall and is lifted up when touching the opposite
all.
In Fig. 8, the same channel is flooded at a high liquid flow

ate. After the inlet flow stops, the channel is cleared within 4.3 s
ue to capillary action. In both cases, the liquid resides only in
he secondary channel after the removal process is terminated.

The experiments show that the proposed channel system
ndeed is able to act as a highly efficient actuator for the transport
f condensed water.

.2. Fuel cell fabrication

For in situ experiments, a fuel cell employing the presented
hannel design at the cathode was fabricated as depicted in Fig. 8.
athode and anode (Fig. 8(a and b)) consist of graphite plates

Ringsdorff R7340 [15]) with milled channel systems for gas
upply. A contact angle for water of 60◦ was measured on the
aterials surface. To increase the wetting behaviour, the channel
alls were coated in some experiments with PEG (polyethyleng-

ycol), resulting in a contact angle of θ1 ∼ 15◦. The MEA/GDL
andwich (Fig. 8(c)) was pressed between the flow fields. The

EA used was made from Naphion® N112 with catalytic lay-
rs with 0.3 mg/cm2 platinum at the anode and 0.6 mg/cm2 at
n fuel cells by capillary droplet actuation, Sens. Actuators A: Phys.

he cathode [16]. Carbon paper Sigracet 10CC [15] was used
s gas diffusion layer, containing 10% weight Teflon to reach
ydrophobic [16] behaviour. After this treatment, contact angles
f 105◦ were measured. The design of the fuel cell as displayed

ig. 8. A totally flooded channel is emptied from bottom to top (W = 1400 �m,
= 3333 �m, w = 150 �m, α = 15◦, θ1 = 20◦, θ2 = 105◦, Bo = 0.08).

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037
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ig. 9. Test fuel cell (cut at right front) with: (a) exchangeable cathode flow
eld; (b) graphite anode; (c) MEA, GDL and sealing assembly; (d) observation
indow; (e) polycarbonate frame.

n Fig. 9 contains a window (Fig. 9(d)), which allows for visual
nspection of the cathode flow channels. Water movement in per-
endicular directions to the gas flow could be observed through
t (Fig. 10).

A single cathode flow field was fabricated with four chan-
els having opening angles of 2α = 15◦ (two channels), 2α = 20◦
nd 2α = 30◦. The total channel depth was D = 4000 �m in all
ases with a removal channel of width w = 300 �m and depth
= 1000 �m. The fabrication process was different from the test
hannels in so far that the sawing was done in advance to the
illing with the conical cutters, increasing the lifetime of the

utters.
Furthermore, a reference flow field for the cathode was built,

aving three channels with rectangular cross-sections (width,
Please cite this article in press as: T. Metz et al., Passive water removal i
(2007), doi:10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037

000 �m; depth, 2320 �m) for comparison. At the anode, stan-
ard rectangular channels were milled into the graphite for the
ydrogen supply (depth, 1 mm; width, 2 mm).

ig. 10. Photograph of the water removal from the GDL in the fuel cell. Two
roplets growing on opposite channel walls (a) merge and move upwards (b and
). After about 15 s, the main channel is cleared (d) (D = 4000 �m; W = 2032 �m;
= 300 �m; 2α = 30◦; θ1 = 15◦; θ2 = 105◦; j = 900 mA/cm2; Bo = 0.14).
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.3. Fuel cell experiments

The assembled fuel cell was run with class 5 hydrogen at
he anode and ambient air at the cathode. A working point of
0 mbar air pressure and 50 mbar hydrogen pressure was set at a
emperature of 22 ◦C. The current was kept at 900 mA/cm2 using
current-controlled standard power supply (type PL330P from

ti). This working point was found to support high liquid genera-
ion. Experiments were performed with pure graphite (θ1 = 60◦)
nd the PEG-coated surface (θ1 ∼ 15◦).

.4. Results and discussion

Capillary removal of liquid was observed for the PEG-coated
hannels for all studied opening angles (2α = 15◦, 20◦ and 30◦).
roplets formed on top of the GDL, which did soon attach to

he hydrophilic channel walls and moved upward as soon as they
ot in contact with both channel walls (Fig. 10(a–c)).

Often, pairs of droplets were observed which grew very sym-
etric on opposite channel walls of the fuel cell as depicted in
ig. 10. The uplift started when two opposing droplets merged.
ift times for droplets varied from 1 to 15 s. In the previous
xperiments, droplet removal times in the PMMA test channels
ere larger than removal times in simulations but in the same

ange. In the fuel cell, however, the uplift times where decisively
arger than expected from simulations. A possible explanation

ay be, that the simulations did not account for contact angle
ynamics [17], which slow down the capillary movement. This
ffect was larger for the rougher surface of the graphite flow
eld. From Fig. 10, one can see that most of the time is required
uring the final stage of the removal process when the last part of
he droplet moves into the secondary channel. This results from
he decreasing capillary pressure difference and increasing vis-
ous resistance in the secondary channel, which is successively
lled. However, the time until the MEA/GDL surface is cleared,

s still less than a second.
The uncoated graphite flow fields with the small opening

ngles of 2α = 15◦ and 20◦ showed only poor performance as the
iquid tended to pin at the corner where the tapered channel walls

erge into the secondary removal channel. This demonstrates
he relevance of the contact line hysteresis like discussed above.

The performance during the cold start (T = 22 ◦C) of the cell,
sing the reference flow field and the flow field with tapered
hannels (2α = 15◦, 20◦ and 30◦, θ1 = 15◦) is shown in Fig. 11.
n the first few minutes, both configurations exhibit a decline in
erformance of about 15–20%. The power output of the refer-
nce cell decreases to 60% of the initial value in the following
5 min. The stepwise decline is correlated with observed sudden
locking events of two of the three channels of the flow field. In
ontrast, the cell with the tapered channels, regains its peak per-
ormance after about 10 min. The channels were never blocked
ompletely, and droplets moved away from the GDL, as soon as
hey became large enough.
n fuel cells by capillary droplet actuation, Sens. Actuators A: Phys.

From the performance plot in Fig. 11, together with the obser-
ation of the flow field channels, it can be concluded that indeed,
hannel blocking led to the decrease in performance of the ref-
rence cell and the tapered flow field solved this problem.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2007.06.037
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trostatically driven micropump. From 1995 till 1999, he was the head of the
ig. 11. Performance during cold start of the fuel cell with different flow field
esigns (j = 900 mA/cm2).

. Conclusion

A new type of droplet actuation has been proposed and
pplied to cathode flow fields of PEMFC. It enables passive
emoval of water from the active area of a fuel cell. The derived
ow field design has been successfully validated by CFD simu-

ations as well as by experiments within a fuel cell. From theory
nd experiments, it can be concluded that cathode walls with
ow contact angles and in particular low contact angle hys-
eresis as well as opening angles larger than 2α = 20◦ are best
uited to provide a safe water removal in realistic situations. The
ew channel design enables cost efficient PEMFCs without the
eed for external water removal components like pumps or sim-
lar. Furthermore, the proposed flow field enables a completely
ew class of channel designs, which do not require meandering
rrangements, and can be optimized regarding humidification
nd oxygen supply without the concern of flooding.
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